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Abstract

During the chemical vapor deposition chamber cleaning and oxide etching processes using perfluorocompounds(PFCs),
recombined and non-reacted PFCs are emitted. The emission of PFCs needs to be controlled in the near future to reduce the
effect on global warming. In this study, an optimum condition of C F OyO cleaning chemistry for silicon nitride by using a4 8 2

remote inductively coupled plasma source was determined as a function of process parameters. Under the optimum condition, the
net emission of PFCs during cleaning was quantified using a Fourier transform-infrared spectroscopy and then the effects of
additive nitrogen-containing NO and N O gases on the cleaning rate, the destruction removal efficiency and the million metric2

tons of carbon equivalent(MMTCE) were investigated. The addition of N O and NO gases to C F OyO cleaning chemistry2 4 8 2

dramatically increased the cleaning rate by the factor of(9 and decreased the volume of emitted CF slightly. The increase in4

the cleaning rate and the decrease in the emitted volume of CF by the addition of N O and NO contribute to the large decrease4 2

in the MMTCE values by 93 and 95%, respectively, compared to the case of cleaning without the additive gases.
� 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Recently, the issue of the emission of global warming
gases has become an important environmental concern
worldwide. Perfluorocompounds(PFCs) emitted by the
semiconductor industries are known to cause the global
warming due to long atmospheric lifetimes and high
global warming potentials(GWPs) caused by their
strong absorption of infrared radiation. To prevent fur-
ther increase of global warming by the emission of
PFCs, the members of semiconductor industries have
decided to reduce the emission level of PFCs responsible
for global warming to 10% of the emission level of
1995 by 2010w1x.

Among the semiconductor fabrication processes, the
direct plasma cleaning processes of silicon dioxide and
silicon nitride in chemical vapor deposition(CVD)
chamber using C FyO are known to emit the largest2 6 2
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quantities of net PFCs. The reduction of emitted PFCs
can be made by abating exhausted PFCs after processing
or by replacing with alternative gases with less emission
w2x. The use of alternative gases to the conventional
C F gas could be a fundamental solution. Direct plasma2 6

cleaning using various alternative gases such as C F3 8

w3x, C F w4x, and C F Ow5x and remote plasma cleaning4 8 4 8

using NF w6x having high destruction removal efficien-3

cy (DRE) have been studied to replace conventional
cleaning process using PFCs such as CF , SF and4 6

C F w5x.2 6

Recently, remote plasma cleaning process using NF3

has been developed in order to minimize the erosion
and damage of chamber parts during cleaning as well
as to decrease global warming effectw6–8x. Remote
plasma cleaning using NFyAr chemistry, however, has3

some issues related to the cost of NF gas and corrosion3

in the exhaust lines. Therefore, remote plasma cleaning
process using less expensive gases such as C F and4 8

C F O could be the best alternative solution due to4 8
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the remote plasma source and gas sampling system used for cleaning of the silicon nitride PECVD chamber.

lower cost and the advantage of remote plasma process.
However, there have been no reports on the remote
plasma cleaning process using alternative gases other
than NF .3

In this work, cleaning processes of C F OyO q4 8 2

additive gas using a remote inductively coupled plasma
(ICP) source were investigated. Due to the limited
cleaning rate of C F OyO chemistry and higher million4 8 2

metric tons of carbon equivalents(MMTCE) values
compared to NFyAr chemistry, nitrogen-containing gas-3

es such as N O and NO were used as additive gases.2

Optimization of the cleaning process by adding N O2

and NO increased the cleaning rate by the factor of(9
and(8.7 and decreased the MMTCE by 93 and 95%,
respectively, compared to those of C F OyO cleaning4 8 2

chemistry.

2. Experiment

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the remote
plasma source and the gas sampling systems used in
this experiment for cleaning of the silicon nitride plasma
enhanced chemical vapor deposition(PECVD) chamber.
The remote plasma source was an ICP source operated
at 13.56 MHz RF power. The water-cooled Cu tube was
winded around the quartz tube and the mixture of
cleaning gases was injected through the quartz tube.
The Al chamber was evacuated using a pumping system
combined with a booster pump and a dry pump to(1
mTorr before the introduction of the mixture of cleaning
gases. Square-shaped(2=2 cm ) silicon nitride depos-2

ited on Si (0 0 1) was used as samples for cleaning
experiment. The samples were located at the substrate
holder, at the side wall, and at the front wall without
heating and biased power.

Before measuring the emission of PFCs during clean-
ing of silicon nitride layers using C F O feed gas, the4 8

flow rate of dilution N for purging of dry pump and2

linearity of feed gas and targeted gas were checked by
a Fourier transform-infrared spectroscopy(FT-IR;
MIDAC, I2000). Dilution N flow rate was 32 980 sccm2

in our experimental setup. This value was regularly
checked to maintain the same experimental condition
for every measurement. Slopes of concentration for feed
gas and targeted gas flow rate diluted by N ballast at2

dry pump was measured and used for calculation of the
volume of emitted gases.

Silicon nitride samples were cleaned with the gas
mixtures of C F OyO , C F OyO qN O, and C F Oy4 8 2 4 8 2 2 4 8

O qNO, and the effects of additive N O and NO on2 2

the cleaning rate, DRE, and MMTCE were quantitatively
evaluated. Cleaning rate of silicon nitride was measured
using an a step-profilometer(Tencor, AS-500). The
volumetric concentration of the species was measured
by FT-IR. Optimum condition was obtained by control-
ling C F O additive gas flow rate ratio, C F O flow4 8 4 8

rate, and operational pressure. The applied RF power
was kept constant at 800 W and working pressure at
400 mTorr.

Destruction of feed gas and the effect of emitted
gases on global warming were quantified as DREs and
MMTCEs, respectively. DRE and MMTCE values were
calculated by using Eqs.(1) and(2), respectively

w zCoDRE(%)s 1y =100 (1)x |
Cy ~i

where C is the gas volumetric concentration beforei

plasma cleaning andC is the gas volumetric concentra-o
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Fig. 2. Extractive FT-IR monitoring data during silicon nitride clean-
ing using C F OyO chemistry.4 8 2

Fig. 3. The cleaning rate of silicon nitride at three positions and the
DRE of C F O as a function of the percentage of N O to C F OyO .4 8 2 4 8 2

tion after plasma cleaning, and

12 Q (kg)=GWPi 100iMMTCEs = (2)8 944 10i

where GWP is the GWP of each component(inte-100i

grated over a 100 year time horizon) andQ is the totali

mass of that species(in kg) released during the process
w8x. Q can be calculated from the volumetric concentra-i

tion data measured by FT-IR. Effects of the additive
N O and NO gases on the MMTCE values were quan-2

tified based on the emitted volumes of PFC gases during
cleaning of 1mm-thick silicon nitride layer.

3. Results and discussion

Before the effects of addition of N O and NO gases2

are investigated, cleaning condition for C F OyO chem-4 8 2

istry was optimized by varying various process para-
meters such as working pressure, RF power of the
remote source, flow rate, and total gas flow. The
obtained optimum condition for C F OyO cleaning4 8 2

chemistry used for the present experiments was the total
gas flow of 220 sccm, the gas flow ratio of C F O(404 8

sccm)yO (180 sccm), the working pressure of 4002

mTorr, and the RF power of 800 W. Under the above
optimum condition, DRE and MMTCE values obtained
from the quantitative measurement of the emitted gases
by the FT-IR were 96% and 7.203=10 , respectively.y10

Fig. 2 shows the data of the FT-IR spectra obtained

under the optimized condition for C F OyO cleaning4 8 2

chemistry. As seen from the Fig. 2, the main emitted
species from the spectra are COF , CO, SiF , CF and2 4 4

CO . Most of the injected C F O molecules are disso-2 4 8

ciated and recombined into the other PFCs and F radicals
react with the Si on the sample surface resulting in the
generation of the by-products of cleaning process, SiF .4

The volume of emitted COF is quite large compared to2

the other gases but COF was not included in the2

calculation of MMTCE because COF can be removed2

easily by a wet scrubberw5x. Emission of NO and N O2

gases during cleaning was negligible. Among the emit-
ted gases, therefore, C F , CF and CO were included4 8 4 2

in the calculation of MMTCE.
There have been the experimental reports that the NO

radicals formed in the remote plasma source can enhance
the etch rate of silicon nitride layers by the increased
surface reaction with nitrogen on the silicon nitride
surfaces without the effect of ion bombardment on the
surface w6,9–12x. Adding N-containing gases such as
N , NO and N O, therefore, may play a significant role2 2

in increasing the cleaning efficiency of CVD chamber.
In order to investigate the effects of N-containing
additive gases on the cleaning rate, DRE, and MMTCE
values, N O and NO gases were added to the optimized2

C F OyO chemistry.4 8 2

Fig. 3 shows the cleaning rate and DRE values when
5–25% of N O gas was added to the optimized C F Oy2 4 8

O cleaning chemistry. At 15% of N O flow, the cleaning2 2

rate was greatly increased from 1180 Aymin without˚
adding N O to 11 900 Aymin, by the factor of(9.2

˚
Above 5% of N O flow, the cleaning rate of silicon2

nitride layers showed similar values. The DRE value
(96%, was not changed significantly with adding N O2
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Fig. 4. The cleaning rate of silicon nitride at three positions and the
DRE of C F O as a function of the percentage of NO to C F OyO .4 8 4 8 2

Fig. 5. The average concentrations of exhausted species as a function
of the percentage of(a) N O and (b) NO to C F OyO during the2 4 8 2

remote plasma cleaning.

gas. The difference in the cleaning rate depending on
the position of the samples was within 13%, which
means uniform cleaning inside the chamber.

In order to investigate the effect of NO addition, NO
gas was also added from 5 to 25% to the optimized
C F OyO cleaning chemistry. Fig. 4 shows the meas-4 8 2

ured cleaning rate and DRE values. The cleaning rate
was dramatically increased from 1180 Aymin without˚
adding NO to 11 500 Aymin, by the factor of(8.7,˚
with adding NO above 5%. Similarly to the case of N O2

addition, DRE value(96%, was not affected signifi-
cantly by the addition of NO gas. The difference in the
cleaning rate depending on the sample positions is
within 11%, which means the similar uniform cleaning
inside the chamber to the case of N O addition.2

Observed uniform cleaning rate at different sample
positions inside the chamber is attributed to the fact that
the transport of the radicals participating in the cleaning
is less dependent upon the chamber geometry and
chamber pressure in the case of using a remote plasma
source.

The observed dramatic increase in the cleaning rate
with the addition of N O and NO is presumably attrib-2

uted to the effective removal of nitrogen on the silicon
nitride surface and in turn increased reaction of F
radicals with Si-rich silicon nitride surface as discussed
in the other Refs.w6,9–12x. Following the proposed
model w6,9–12x, in the example of N O, NO radicals2

can be formed by Eq.(3) although two Eqs.(3) and
(4) are competitive and Eq.(4) is preferredw6,9–12x.

N OqO™2NO (3)2

N OqO™N qO (4)2 2 2

Also, NO radicals can be generated by the reaction
N qO™NOqN. Generated NO radicals can effectively2

react with N on the silicon nitride surface, N , andsurface

make the surface Si-rich, by the following reactions:

2NOq2N ™2N qO (5)surface 2 2

NOqN ™N O (6)surface 2

NOqN ™N qO (7)surface 2

Si-rich silicon nitride can be removed more effectively
by the increased reaction rate of atomic F with silicon
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Fig. 6. MMTCE values during the silicon nitride cleaning as a function of the flow ratio of additive NO and N O.2

atoms on the surface. Increased cleaning rate clearly
contributes to the reduction in the usage gas during the
cleaning of the same thickness of the silicon nitride
layer, in the cleaning time, and in MMTCE.

In order to confirm the effect of additive N O and2

NO on the emission characteristics, the average concen-
trations of the emitted gases during cleaning are shown
in Fig. 5a and b, respectively. As seen from the data in
Fig. 5a and b, the average concentration of CF with4

NO addition was slightly smaller than that with N O2

addition at the same percentage of additive gas. The
more notable observation in the data in Fig. 5 is the
decrease in the emitted amount of CF with the addition4

of NO and N O gases. The decrease in the CF emission2 4

also contributes to the decrease in the MMTCE values
due to the significant emitted amount of CF compared4

to other emitted PFCs.
Fig. 6 shows the MMTCE values obtained from Eq.

(2) when N O and NO are added. When NO and N O2 2

above 5% are added above 5%, MMTCE values are
dramatically decreased by 95 and 93% in average,
respectively. The MMTCE values for the case of NO
addition are slightly lower than those for the case of
N O addition. This is attributed to the smaller emitted2

volume of CF when NO was added than N O. The4 2

decrease in the MMTCE values with the addition of NO
and N O is primarily caused by the increase in the2

cleaning rate together with the decrease in the amount
of emitted CF . Therefore, adding N-containing additive4

gases such as N O and NO is very effective in increasing2

the cleaning rate and, in turn, decreasing the MMTCE
values.

4. Summary

The effect of N O and NO addition on the cleaning2

rate, DRE, and MMTCE values during the cleaning of
silicon nitride was investigated in order to improve the
cleaning performance of C F OyO cleaning chemistry4 8 2

using a remote ICP source. The addition of N O and2

NO additive gases to C F OyO cleaning chemistry4 8 2

dramatically increased the cleaning rate by the factor of
(9 probably due to the surface activated reaction of
NO radicals formed from the remote plasma source with
N on the silicon nitride surface leading to the increased
reaction rate of F radicals with Si atoms on the surface.
The increase in the cleaning rate and the decrease in the
emitted amount of CF by the addition of N O and NO4 2

contribute to the large decrease in the MMTCE values
by 93 and 95%, respectively, compared to the case of
the C F OyO without the additive gases. These results4 8 2

indicate the effectiveness of the addition of N-containing
to PFC-based chemistry for the environmentally-benign
chamber cleaning process in semiconductor industry
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